Could you use a little help with your research? With finding better scholarly sources and building scholarly knowledge? With preparing a research poster? With becoming a good academic writer?

UF Librarians Hélène Huet (European Studies), David Schwieder (Political Science), and Neelam Bharti (Chemistry), and UF Writing Instructor Sean Trainor, will present a series of research-focused sessions to help graduate students with the following topics:

Thursday February 8  
Session 1: Finding Scholarly Sources

Thursday February 15  
Session 2: Building Scholarly Knowledge

Thursday February 22  
Session 3: Designing and Preparing a Research Paper

Thursday March 1  
Session 4: Writing for All: How Thinking Like a Journalist Can Make You a Better Academic Writer

All sessions Period 4 10:40-11:30 a.m.
Room 212 Library West (Scott Nygren Studio)
No registration required

All UF Graduate and Professional Students Are Welcome